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Specific Instruction condition 

showed higher recognition for 

items presented in PM-Relevant 

trials. However, the effect is driven 

by word items (right). 

Specific Instruction condition made 

more errors during ongoing task in 

PM-Relevant trials (right). 

Specific Instruction condition made 

faster responses during ongoing 

task in PM-Irrelevant (left).

In both experiments, PM performance 

did not differ across conditions.

Error rates for PM-Relevant and 

PM-Irrelevant trials differed only 

for the Specific Instruction 

condition (left). 

Specific Instruction condition made 

faster responses during ongoing 

task in PM-Irrelevant (right).

Specific Instruction condition 

showed higher recognition for 

items presented in PM-Relevant 

trials (left).

Color-Matching Task *

Recognition Test for Non-PM Items
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20 old PM-Relevant items

20 old PM-Irrelevant items

40 new items

Ps randomly assigned to one of three conditions:

1. Specific Instruction: PM cues will only 

appear after ‘X’ shape (e.g. after triangles).

2. Semi-Specific Instruction: PM cues will 

appear after a particular shape (no additional 

details about which shape).

3. Non-Specific Instruction: PM cues will 

appear throughout the task (no information 

regarding the PM-Relevant shape).

• Four polygons identical in shape but different in 

color were followed by a probe item.

• Four polygon shapes used across trials: 

triangle, square, pentagon, or hexagon.

• Task: Does the color of the probe item match that of 

one of the previously shown polygons?

• Experiment 1: Words vs Nonwords 

• Experiment 2: HF Words vs LF Words 

* Embedded PM Task:  
Different response to items 

ending in –ion.

• PM cues appeared only after one 

polygon shape (PM-Relevant).

• The PM-Relevant polygon was 

counterbalanced across Ps.

• Task: Is the present item old or new?
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Event-based prospective memory (PM) is the ability to

remember to carry out an intention in the future when the

appropriate cue is presented. The present study examined

incidental memory for ongoing task items as a function

attention allocation, particularly recognition for items

presented in trials were a PM cue may (or may not) be

expected. Participants were divided across three

conditions, and different PM instructions were provided

to each condition. All participants completed a color-

matching task, but the PM instructions allowed some

participants to know on which specific trials a PM cue

may be presented (PM-Relevant), and on which trials a

PM cue would no be presented (PM-Irrelevant). Greater

interference costs associated with the PM task (both in

error rates and RTs) were observed during PM-Relevant

trials relative to PM-Irrelevant trials, suggesting that

participants can flexibly allocate their attention on a trial-

by-trial basis depending on PM expectations. After the

color-matching task, participants completed a recognition

test for non-PM items presented during PM-Relevant

trials and PM-Irrelevant trials. Results show that

participants recognized more items from PM-Relevant

trials than from PM-Irrelevant trials, suggesting that

attention allocation also influences incidental memory for

non-PM items.

• In event-based PM, its been propose that participants 

engage in monitoring processes, actively preparing 

to respond to a PM cue (4, 5).

• Such preparatory processes produce an attentional 

cost to the ongoing task (PM cost), resulting in 

higher error rates and slower response times (RTs).

• Depending on PM demands, however, participants 

can flexibly allocate more or less attention to the 

ongoing task (3). 

• For instance, when people expect the PM cue to be 

presented in a particular context, they allocate more 

attentional resources when that context is 

encountered (2), or is about to be encountered (6), 

producing greater costs to the ongoing task. 

• Although preparatory attention processes typically 

impair ongoing task performance in PM paradigms, 

research has also shown that increased attention 

allocation leads to successful incidental encoding 

into memory (1).

• To date, no research has systematically examined 

whether PM monitoring processes may 

simultaneously impair ongoing task performance, 

but yield enhanced memory for information 

encountered during the ongoing task. 

• The goal of the present study was to determine 

whether flexible allocation of attention produces a 

memory benefit for non-PM items encountered 

during the ongoing task.

• The present study investigated how allocating 

attentional resources in preparation to respond to a 

PM cue may increase incidental encoding of items 

encountered during the ongoing task.

• Results show that participants can flexibly allocate 

more or less attention depending on when they expect 

a PM cue to be presented. This is reflected in higher 

error rates during PM-Relevant trials and quicker 

responses during PM-Irrelevant trials, replicating 

previous findings (2).

• More importantly, the flexible attention allocation 

during the ongoing task influenced the incidental 

encoding of non-PM items. Participants recognized 

more items from trials were they expected a PM cue 

to be presented relative to items from trials where a 

PM cue would not be presented.
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Does attention allocation during a PM task 

influence incidental memory?
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